ABSTRACT. The surface and bottom topography of the central Greenland ice sheet was determined from airborne ice-radar soundings over a 180 km by 180 km grid centered on the 1974 "Summit" site (lat. 72°18' N., long . 37°55' W.), using the Technical University of Denmark 60 MHz ice radar . Over 6100 km of high-quality radar data were obtained, covering over 99% of the grid, along lines spaced 12.5 km apart in both north-south and east-west directions. A ircraft location was done with an inertial navigation system (INS) and a pressure altimeter, with control provided by periodically flying over a known point at the center of the grid. The ice radar was used to determine ice thickness; the surface topography was determined independently using height-above-terrain measurements from the aircraft's radar altimeter. The calculated surface topography is accurate to about ±6 m, with this error arising mostly from radaraltimeter errors . The ice thickness and bottom topography are accurate to about ±50 m, with this error dominated by the horizontal navigation uncertainties due to INS drift; this error increases to about ±l 25 m in areas of rough bottom relief (about 12% of the grid).
INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years, momentum has been building in the glaciological and climatological communities to obtain a new deep ice core from central Greenland for research on past climates and atmospheric compositions. Such a project has received very high priority from numerous national and international planning groups (e.g. National Research Council, 1986; National Science Foundation, 1987 ). An essential recommendation of all these reports is that ancillary studies be done so that a drill site can be carefully selected in order that the scientific results are maximized and interpretation problems are minimized. Paramount among such site-selection activities are radar sounding and altimetry to determine surface and bed topography, internal layer geometry and whether or not there are areas of basal melting. This paper describes the results of a study done in response to these recom menda tions.
The Committee for Scientific Planning in Greenland , sponsored by the U.S. National Science Foundation, outlined a general plan for ice-radar sounding of the potential drill-site area in central Greenland (Mosley-Thompson and others, 1985) . This plan recommended a large-scale airborne survey to identify the best general area for a core-hole site, followed by a detailed surface-based survey in this area to select the precise drill location.
Our program was directed only at the airborne part of this plan . Nevertheless, we did assume that our results would be used to isolate this smaller area, approximately 25 km by 25 km in size, for subsequent surface-based work. After the field work was done, it became apparent that there would not be enough time to do these additional studies before a site needed to be chosen. Consequently, considerable effort was put into the data analysis so that determination of the surface and bottom topography would be as reliable as possible.
DESIGN OF THE GRID
This project was done in close co-operation with a ground-based study of accumulation rates, surface temperature, snow structure, and ice motion done at the same time by Dr J. Bolzan of The Ohio State University. The size and location of the overall region to be studied, called the "site-selection area", was the same for both parties, except that the radar grid was slightly larger. The location of this area (Fig. I ) was determined by choosing one in which existing data on these surface variables, as well as the known bed topography, appeared to satisfy as best as possible the criteria for a deep drill site (Langway and others, 1985) . The size of the area, on the other hand , was simply made as large as possible, within the limitations of the available logistics, so that the eventual choice of a drill site would not be artificially predetermined by the initial, somewhat arbitrary, selection of the study area.
Previous suggestions for a core site were generally centered on the old "Crete" location (Iat. 71 °07 .2 , N., long.
37°19.0'W.), where a 404m core was drilled in 1974. However, the site-selection area was shifted further north to take advantage of apparently smoother bed topography, colder surface temperatures, and less chance of surface melting, as well as a relaxing of the minimum acceptable accumulation rate from 250 to about 200 mm/a (personal communication from W. Dansgaard). After several iterations, a square grid, 150 km along each side, and nominally centered on the old "Summit" site of a 31 m core drilled in 1974, was chosen. Our work indicates that the true summit of the Greenland ice sheet is actually about 31 km north, and 9 km east, of this point. About a month before the radar flights were made, a camp was established on the ice-sheet surface by The Ohio State University group. The coordinates of this camp, referred to here as "Summit/ OSU", were determined by Transit satellite (geoceiver) fixes and used as the precise center of the radar grid . These coordinates were lat. 72 ° 17' 38.266"N., long . 37°55' 18.483"W., and altitude 3260.7 m, relative to the WGS-72 ellipsoid (written communication from J. Bolzan). By repeatedly flying over this point, it was possible to make various corrections to the horizontal and vertical coordinates and to transform them into a standard Earth coordinate system. The old Summit site is about 2.0 km west and 0.9 km south of the OSU camp.
A rectangular Cartesian grid, with its origin at the Summit/ OSU camp and sides parallel to the true north~outh and east-west directions at the origin, was used for the radar flight lines (Fig. I) . The +X coordinate is towards the east and the +Y coordinate is towards the north. Based on the previously known surface topography in the region (Quaternary map of Greenland, compiled by A. Weidick and published by the Geological Survey of Greenland), it was thought that the axis of the ice divide was only about 10-15 ° west of north, so that the north-south lines would be roughly parallel to the ice divide, and the east-west ones normal to it. This would result in one set of radar profiles, the east-west ones , approximately along the ice-flow direction and another set transverse to it. [n reality, however, the actual ice divide is almost exactly along a true north-south direction and so the grid lines are fo rtuitously aligned with the general ice-flow pattern as closely as they could be without having to resort to a curvilinear grid.
A spacing of 12.5 km between flight lines was used, for several reasons. First, this distance corresponded to about three-four ice thicknesses, typical of the topography wavelengths noted around Dye 3, in southern Greenland, by Whillans and others (1984) . Secondly, it was small enough that a 25 km by 25 km sub-region could be selected for further study using data along lines through the interior of the sub-region as well as along its edges. Thirdly, the spacing was large enough that complicated aircraft turns at the end of each line would not be necessary and the total amount of flying required could still be safely accomplished in 6 d, the maximum aircraft time available for the survey. The spacing of 12.5 km gave 13 evenly spaced lines in each coordinate direction over the entire 150 km square grid.
In order to help constrain the topographic interpolation procedures along the borders of the 150 km radar grid, as well as for other reasons discussed below, the flight lines were extended at least 15 km beyond these borders, resulting in continuous data acquisition along straight lines 180 km long. This 180 km by 180 km "extended" grid is the area over which the data analysis was done, and which is depicted in most of the figures.
RADAR EQUIPMENT
The ice radar used for this study was designed and built by the Technical University of Denmark (Gudmandsen, 1976; Skou and Sondergaard, 1976 ) and used to sound the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets in the mid to late 1970s. It was installed in the same LC-130 aircraft, XD-03, used in this previous work, but unfortunately lost in a crash in Antarctica 6 months after being used for this study. This radar, known informally as the "TUD radar", was, and still is, the only one in existence which can penetrate, from the air, the thick ice in central Greenland (Bogorodskiy and others, 1985) .
The TUD radar transmits a pulse with a peak power of 10 kW on a carrier frequency of 60 MHz. The pulse length is selectable, but, since experience in Greenland and Antarctica showed that 250 ns almost always gave the best compromise between resolution and sensitivity, this value was used throughout our work as well. With this pulse length , the radio-frequency band width is 4 MHz and the reso lution is about 20 m (minimum separation of adjacent layers which can still be individually resolved). Pulses were transmitted continuously at a 12.5 kHz rate, corresponding to one pulse every 80 /LS, or about every 10 mm of horizontal travel at typical aircraft speeds of 120 m /s (235 kt). The overall system sensitivity, including antennas and recording, is 218 dB for the 250 ns pulse length.
The received signal was detected, logarithmically amplified, and electronically differentiated to reduce the dynamic range , sharpen edges and enhance feature s such as internal layering (Gudmandsen, 1975) . It was then recorded on heat-sensitive, dry-silver paper using a Honeywell "Visicorder", the same technique used in the last years of the radar's use in Antarctica and Greenland (Jankowski, unpublished) . These record s, visible within minutes of acquisition, were used for all the analyses presented here.
In addition to these analog recordings, a new high-speed digital data-acquisition system designed and built by th e U.S. Geological Survey for a separate ice-radar program in Antarctica was also used. Even though merging thi s sys tem with the TUD radar had not been originally envi s ioned, its development had to be accelerated to meet the Greenland field schedule, and it had never been tested in the field beforehand, over 97% of the ice-radar data were successfully recorded on digital nine-track magnetic tape. These data will be used for future analyses; they were not used here because a large amount of analysis software needs to be developed first. Further details about thi s sys tem have been given by Wright and others (in press).
NAVIGATION
All navigation was done using the eXlstmg in struments o n board the LC-130 aircraft. Horizontal pos ition of the aircraft was determined with a Litton-5 I inertial na viga tion sys tem (INS), altitude above sea-level with a pressure altimeter, and height above terrain with a radar altimeter (model . Since this study required flying closely spaced grid lines with a series of se parate aircraft mi ss ions fr om an airfield over 1000 km away, it was esse ntial to correc t for drift of the INS and for changes of atmospheric pressure with time. The Summit-OSU camp was used to provide the necessa ry horizontal and vertical control, us ing techniques discussed in later sections.
Navigation data (latitude, longitude , aircraft altitude above sea-level, and aircraft height above the ice surface) were recorded every second on a Digital Acquisition and Display System (DADS) built by the University of Washington for use on this aircraft (Terry and others, unpublished) . The clock in the DADS was synchronized with the one used to time-tag the ice-radar data to allow precise merging of the two data sets during post-processing .
A Lambert conformal projection (Newton, 1985) was used to transform between the rectangular Cartesian coordinates of the radar grid and the geocentric coordinates (latitude, longitude) used by the INS and the aircraft navigator. This projection was centered on the Summit/ OSU camp and used a separation of standard parallels of I o.
It was recognized from the outset that use of an inertial navigation system and a pressure altimeter to position the aircraft would give only barely acceptable results, and then only when combined with periodic resetting over a known reference point. A Global Positio ning System (GPS) was therefore installed on the aircraft, and its data output integrated with the DADS and ice-radar data streams. Despite a successful test of the entire G PS data-acquisition hardware and software on a special fli ght done in California only weeks before the actual Greenland field work, as well as a successful test in central Greenland the year before, sa tellite-signal strengths were too low to provide any position fixes at any time during the actual radar missions. We do not have any explanation for this unfortunate and frustrating result, but we are reasonably confident that it was not due to equipment or operator malfunction.
DA TA COLLECTION
The radar flying was done during a period of 6 d, from 29 May to 3 June 1987, based out of Thule Air Base in northern Greenland. Since the one-way transit time from Thule to central Greenland was over 2 h, we were limited to 3-4 h of actual grid flying on each mission. Fortunately, on 4 of the 6 d, the weather at Thule was sufficiently good that this time was extended somewhat by using up some rese rve fuel. Consequently, all 26 lines of the radar grid were successfully completed, with sufficient time left over to repeat eight of them to fill in gaps in the digital radar data. Thus 34 flight lines were flown, each at l~ast 180 km long, for a total of over 6100 km of profiling within the radar grid.
High-quality ice-radar records were obtained over the entire grid, in both digital and analog data streams, with strong , clear, and unambiguous bottom returns everywhere. Internal layering is very prominent, occurring everywhere down to about 60-65% of the total ice depth, and occasionally to within a few hundred meters of the bed. Examples of the ice-radar data records are shown in Figure  2 ; the particular flight lines used for this figure were c hose n because they run through a region of smooth basal topography near the summit of the ice sheet, and thu s could be a potential core-hole site. The internal layering is exceptionally strong here, with continuous layers only 600 m above the bed (80% of the ice depth), and traces of layers only 150 m above the bed (95% of the ice depth).
Very few problems were encountered with acquisition of the navigation and analog radar data throughout the flying. Only two gaps, of 25 and 35 km, occurred in the ice-radar records, resulting in over 99% successful coverage of the extended grid with ice-thickness data. Two longer gaps also occurred, one of 66 km in the aircraft height-above-terrain and one of 166 km in the loss of surface return on the radar records , but, as described later , the essential information was effectively recovered by using data from repeated and/ or crossing lines.
The precise location of the geoceiver coordinates of the Summit/OSU camp was marked with flag lines and the aircraft was visually flown directly over this point every It-2+ h, upon arrival at, and departure from, the radar grid, as well as once, or sometimes twice, during the middle of the grid flying. Ground personnel radioed the exact instant of passage overhead to the aircraft navigator. This allowed the INS to be reset to the correct coordinates, to well within the resolution of the INS (0. I min of arc). Throughout the 6 d of flying, the weather over central Greenland was generally excellent and very stable. At no time did ground fog obscure the Summit/ OSU camp and all control passes over the reference point resulted in good fixes.
A series of seven INS navigation "waypoints", four on the outgoing leg and three on the incoming leg, was used to perform the turns at the end of each flight line (Fig. I ). The turns were executed by the autopilot, with little or no manual intervention. Two waypoints (I and 7) were placed at the edges of the main radar grid, 150 km apart, and two (2 and 6) at the edges of the extended grid , 180 km apart; the remaining three waypoints, the outermost of which was 30 km from the edge of the main grid , were used to perform the actual turn . This technique worked well , and all oscillations induced by the autopilot mechanism were usually damped out completely by the time the extended grid was entered. The aircraft was always flown entirely by the autopilot for at least the full 180 km distance across the extended grid (between waypoints 2 and 6), to ensure that each flight line was as straight as possible. Autopilotinduced oscillations did not occur during the resets over the Summit/ OSU camp since the aircraft was always flown manually during this time. Each flight line was done at a constant-pressure altitude, rather than attempt to follow the curvature of the ice surface. The height of the aircraft above the surface was typically about 300-400 m, with the lowest value being about 250 m. Variations in this height had no significant effect on the signal strength of the bottom return . At no time was the aircraft too close to the surface to prevent a surface return from being recorded on the ice-radar records; the line picked always had the expected dome-shaped curvature and was separated from the end-of -supression line by the expected amount.
DATA ANALYSIS

Speed of propagation
A constant propagation speed, in ice, of 168 m/ J1.S , corresponding to a dielectric constant of 3.19, was assumed . This value has been used many times on glaciers and ice sheets by other workers (Robin, 1975; Paterson, 1981; Rose, unpublished) . To account for a faster propagation speed in the firn layer at the top of the ice sheet, a constant correction of +10 m was added to all ice thicknesses . This value was computed using the density-velocity relationship of Robin and others (1969) and a measured depth-density curve from "Site A", about 170 km to the south and almost the same altitude (Alley and Koci, 1988) . This value of 10 m is identical to that used by Rose (unpublished) in West Antarctica.
Correction for INS drift
After conversion to Lambert coordinates, (X,y), the horizontal position of the aircraft was corrected for INS 20 drift by assuming a constant drift rate within each flight loop (all flying within two successive reset passes over the Summit/ OSU camp). The closure errors, 5X and BY, are listed in Table I . These closures were linearly distributed with time to all intermediate navigation data points. The total closure error, BR = (5X 2 + By2)t, ranged from 0.5 to 6.4 km , with an average of 3.3 ± 1.6 km. The average drift rate was 1.8 km/ h, a typical value for the INS that was used. These average values exclude the data for the first day because they are considerably less reliable than the data for the remaining days.* A verages: 5R = 3.3 ± 1.6 km , 5Z s = +4.2 ± 2 .3 m * On this day we were still adjusting to the GPS failure, and so the only times logged for the exact reset over the Summit/ OSU camp were those done by the aircraft navigator. Unfortunately, these were only recorded to the neares t minute and were not synchronized with the time recorded in the navigation data. Thus, the camp reset has an uncertainty of at least ±30 s, or about ±3.5 km at the speed of the aircraft, a value comparable to the closure errors.
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The actual flight lines , corrected for INS drift , are shown on all maps as dashed lines. The dashes are formed by connecting adjacent ice-thickness data points to provide a visuali zation of the data-samplin g density. The flight lines are not drawn where there are gaps in the applicable data , and all flight lines to and from th e Summit/ OSU camp are omitted.
Correction for atmospheric pressure changes
In a similar manner, th e altitude of th e aircraft above sea-level, Za' was co rrected f or changes in atm ospheri c press ure durin g the time th e loo p was fl o wn , again b y ass umin g an y such changes we re linea r with tim e. The measured press ure altitude and the meas ured hei ght of th e aircraft a bo ve the surface , Ha ' at th e start and end of eac h loop, co mbin ed with the known altitude of th e Summit/ OSU ca mp , we re used to correct all aircraft altitudes to values referenced to th e WGS -72 e llipsoid . The altitud e closures, 6Z s ' are a lso li sted in Table I . Valu es ran ge fr o m -5.1 to +14.6 km , with an average of +4. 2 ± 2.3 m .(a ga in excluding the data for da y I).
The se co nd loop on day 3 (not included in Table I ) was not c losed du e to runnin g low on fu e l, and so for this loop it was necessary to ass um e no INS drift and no atmos phe ri c press ure cha nges with time . Fortunately, this affec ted onl y one flight line , WOOOSa, t and this was co mpl eted within 50 min of th e initial reset pass over the Summit/ OSU ca mp , so a n y increase in unce rtainties for thi s lin e sho uld be minimal. On th e first loop of da y 2, th e radar altime te r was not working wh en the initial reset pass was mad e, a nd so for the affec ted three lines (SI2SEb , S250Wb , a nd S3 75Ea) it was al so necessary to ass ume no atm os phe ric press ure changes with tim e.
The an a lysis ass umed there were no horizontal spatial gradi ents in a tm os ph eri c press ure . This is a potential source of erro r , but, as di sc ussed in th e error an alys is, the ass umpti o n pro babl y has negli gible effect on the final res ults.
Smoothing the navigation data
Th e di g iti zed output o f th e INS, reco rd ed eve r y seco nd , co nta ined a rand o m unce rtaint y of plus or minus o ne leas t s ig nifica nt di git. Since the reso lutio n of th e INS was 0. 1 min o f arc (a bo ut 190 m in latitud e and 60 m in longitude a t th e ce nter of th e grid ), and th e a irc raft speed was abo ut 120 m/ s, thi s g av e ri se to an unrealisti c aircraft tra jec to ry, with appare nt e rra ti c jumpin g in pos ition, in rand om directio ns, of th e order of ±200 m be tween adj ace nt data po ints. This ca use d pro ble ms with s ubsequent calcul ati ons, partic ul arl y cross in g -po int adjustm e nts (see below), and so th e r aw data we re s mooth ed with cubic splines. The amount o f s m oo thing was kept to the minimum necessa ry to ac hi eve a rea lis ti call y smoo th airc raft trajec tor y.
The a ircraft altitud e and he ight-above -terra in data also co ntai ned a di g iti za ti on unc e rta int y of th e o rder of ±0. 3 m ( ±l ft ), but th ey were also s ubj ect to a larger osc illation, of th e ord e r o f a few mete rs p ea k-to-peak , with a period of abo ut 20 s (2-3 km wa vel e ngth along the flight lin e). These were pro ba bly induced by th e autopilot mec hanism since th ey occ urr ed s imultaneously in data from two independent aircraft a ltime te rs as well as the radar altimeter. When co mbin ed with th e un certainty in the ho ri zo ntal position , these oscillatio ns also lead to con verge nce problems with the cross in g-point adjustm ents , and so th ey were also smoothed with c ubic splines. The smoothin g parameters w ere varied independ e ntl y o f those used f o r the INS data , so that onl y th e minimum necessa ry to remo ve th e osc illations was used .
t Fli ght-line na mes have th e f orm "XnnnOr" , wh e re "X" is either N , S, W, or E and denotes the half of th e grid ac ross whi c h th e line was flown , "nnn" is a three-digit intege r g iv in g th e des ired no rmal distance, in tenths of a kil ome te r , o f th e line from the ori gin , "0" is either N, S, W, o r E a nd denotes th e direc ti on from whi ch th e lin e was actuall y fl own , and "r" is used onl y in the case of repeated lines, where it indica tes th e first ("a" ) or second (" bOO ) lin e of th e pair.
Ice-thickness data Precise tim e marks, sy nchroni zed with the na vigati on data clock, were manually placed in real time on the Visicord er ice -radar records at waypoints 6, 7, I and 2, as well as appro ximatel y every S min al ong the flight lin e be twee n waypo ints 7 and I . From way point 6 to wa ypoint 2, 181 evenly spaced values of ice thickness , H , were measured from these record s. Since waypoints 6 and 2 are nomin all y 180 km apart, thi s impli es the ice thickness was sampl ed at a ppro x imately I km intervals along each fli ght line.
Th e tru e locati on of eac h tim e mark was then ex trac ted fr o m th e co rrected and smooth ed INS data set and used to map th e sa mpled ice-thickn ess points to th e ir true (X ,Y) coo rdin a tes. Eac h sec tion betwee n success ive time mark s, typica ll y IS-35 km lo ng, was trea ted inde pende ntl y. This process thus makes adjus tm ents for di stance sca le c hanges be twee n sec tions but it ass umes that both the reco rd er-c hart speed and the a ircraft speed were co nstant within a ny g ive n section. Ho we ve r, along a ny flight lin e, di stance scale c ha ng es betwee n sec ti ons were alwa ys we ll within the di g iti z in g uncertainty of th e INS and so an y e rrors introduced b y this ass umpti on are al so ass umed to be co ntain ed within this INS di g iti z in g unce rtainty .
A tota l o f 181 ice -thic kn ess va lu es was o btained from eac h of th e 34 fli ght lin es, o r 6154 va lues f o r th e entire grid (less th e t wo short ga ps di scussed earlie r ). Eac h thi ck ness va lue was reso lved to th e nea rest O.S mm (0. 25 /1s) on the chart pape r , a di giti zin g e rr or of about ±IO m of ice thi ck ness. This er ro r band o f 20 m is approxima te ly th e sa me as th e r ad a r reso luti on.
Th e ice-ra dar record s we re used so lely to determin e ice thi ckn ess, H , whereas th e surface topog raph y o f th e ice s hee t, Zs' was determin ed so le ly from the a ircraft nav iga ti on data b y subtractin g the aircraft height-aboveterrain from the aircraft altitude above sea-level: Zs = Za -Ha' The bottom topog raph y of the ice sheet, Zb ' was calculated b y s ubtracting th e meas ured ice thickness from th e surface a ltitude of th e ice s hee t: Z b = Zs -H . Figure  3 shows exa mpl es of these pro fil e data, us ing th e sa me fli ght lin es d e picted in Fi gure 2.
Migration
No mi g rati o n co rrec tio ns (H a rriso n, 1970; Bro wn and oth ers, 198 6 ) have bee n appli ed to the ice-thickness data. Mi gration atte mpts to correct f o r th e fa ct that the bottom refl ec tion actua ll y comes fr o m th e cl oses t point to th e a ircraft , a llowin g for refraction e ffec ts, rather than from th e nadir point directl y below th e aircraft. Nadir thickn esses are underestimated wh en thi s e ffect is ignored .
This co rre ctio n is roughl y pro portional to the bed slope and so in areas of flat botto m topography the effec t is small. Fi gure 4 shows a co ntour plot, produced with the sa me techniques d esc ribed below , of the slopes o f th e bottom topogra ph y over th e entire grid . A bed slope of 60 m per kilo m e te r will cause the refl ection point to shift a bo ut 350 m awa y fr om the na dir in 3000 m of ice , and an und erest im atio n of the ice th ic kn ess by about 20 m. Thus, onl y slopes gre ate r than thi s will alwa ys shift the m easured ice thi ckness outside the di g iti z in g error band of ±IO m, a nd therefore always produce a detectable effect. Areas of bed slope greate r than this limit are shown stippled in the fi gure; the y cover a small perce ntage of the total area (1 2%) a nd li e prima ril y a long the mounta inous eastern edge of th e grid .
Th e stippl e d areas in this fi g ure are referred to in th e res t of thi s an a lys is as th e areas of "rough" topograph y, where, by d e finiti o n , the bed s lo pe is grea te r than 60 m/ km (3.4 0) and mi g ra ti o n effec ts wo uld be detec tabl e. C o n ve rse ly, th e un stippl e d a reas are refe rred to as the area s of "fl at" topog raph y.
A veraging of repeated lines
Ideall y, th e two lines o f a repeated pair s hould give exac tly the same res ults. Howe ve r , th e un ce rtainty imposed by the measurement errors, especia ll y the INS drift, produce sli ght diffe rences. Because the lines are almost , but not exac tl y co inc ident, these differences produce m a n y local topog raphi c slo pes which are unrea listicall y large. When th e d ata are co nto ured , this gives ri se to artifi c ial reli e f al ong th ese lines wh ic h dom inates th e ove rall topograph y and loumal of Glaciology 
intervals alld have been s moolhed !Vilh cl/hie s plines 10 remove instrumelltal alld discretizatiol1 lIoi se (see text). Th e thickness daw IVer e read from th e radar records ( Fig. 2) at 1 km intervals . Geoid correctiollS have not been done at lhis point and so th ese daw are relative to the WGS-72 ellipsoid.
which cannot be eliminated without also destroying most of th e valid information in the rest of the data. Consequently, it was necessary to form a single composite line from the two lines of each repeated pair; this was done using a s imple unweighted averaging of each variable (X, Y, H , Za' Ha)' point-by-point along the lines. This technique also ensures that th e data se t is as homogeneous as poss ible, with th e same data den si ty along all flight lines.
Adjustment for crossing-poi nt differences The 13 north-south lines cross the 13 east-west lines at 169 "cross ing points". For the same reason s given for repeated lines, the surface and bottom altitudes are not a lways exactly the sa me . This has much the same effect on th e final contoured results, with dominant artific ial relief at many of the crossing points. To eliminate this, the data values were adjusted as follow s.
If f is a data value, for example, the ice thickness, th e n , at a crossing point of a north-south and east-west line , the crossing-po int difference is defined as 5 = f y -f x' where f x and f y are the data values on the eas t-west and north-south lines, respectively. For any given line seg ment between two adjacent crossing points there are thus two values of 5, one at each end of the segment: 51 and 52 ' where subscript 1 refers to th e crossing point with the smaller spatial coordinate (x for east-west lines and y for north-south lines) and subscript 2 to the other point.
The data values on east-west lines were then adjusted with f' (x) = fix) + El + E 2 , 22 where and f is the unadjusted value, and f' the adjusted value, at an intermediate point x on the seg ment, Xl < X < x 2 . Data values on north-south lines were adjusted with identical equations, except that the s igns of E 1 and e 2 are reversed and x is replaced by y. The adjustment is thus a s imple linear one , with the adjustment on anyone segment independent of that on any other segment in the grid.
Crossing-point adjustments were app lied independently to two variables, the ice thickness, H , and the altitude of the ice surface above sea-level, Zs = Za -Ha' Both of these quantities are required to have the same value at all cross ing points. In the latter case, the adjustment was applied to Za' and Ha was left unchanged. Figure 5 shows histograms of the absolute va lue of the crossing-point differences, 161, for these two variab les. The average difference in ice thickness is 77 .4 ± 8004 m and the average difference in surface altitude is 4.3 ± 3.3 m. These results are di sc ussed further in the error-analysis section.
Missing data
Complete loss of Vis icorder records occurred for 25 km on line N625W and for 35 km on line S750W . Ice-thickness va lu es were interpolated in these gaps from data along the nearest parallel line(s), with a linear scaling so that there was no discontinuity with valid data at the end(s) of the gaps. This data loss affected Hand Zb but not ZS' -40.00 -39.00 -38.00 -37.00 -36.00 z ----. 
above which migration correc/iolls would have a detectah /e effecl . The dash ed lines on this figure, alld on a ll other maps, indicate the ac/ual fli ght lilies. currecled fur / NS drift; the dashes are drawn by connecting adjacent ice -thickness da/a poillls.
No val ues of Ha were obta ined for 66 km at the start o f line S125Eb. These were filled in by us in g th e corresponding values from th e other line of th e re peated pai r (SI25Ea), aga in with a constant shift so that th e re was no discon tinuit y in Zs at the e nd of th e gap. Th e o nl y er ror which is introduced by this process is that caused by differences in th e shape of th e surface topogra ph y along th e two lines. These two lines are o nl y 0.8 km apart at the end of th e gap; o n this scale, suc h differences are completely ins ignifica nt (see Fig. 8 ). Thus, this adjustment is assumed to have correctly recon structed the miss in g valu es and is not considered to be a true loss of data .
Finally, fo r 166 km of line N500E there was no s urface return o n the radar re co rds , due to an incorrect trig ge r -level se tting on the recorder. The offset which resulted when the problem was corrected was used to es timate an initial loca tion for a (constant) surface a ltitude. Values of H were then determined in the usual manner, but th e crossing-point adjustments were modified so that th e c rossi ng north-sou th lines were he ld fix ed along this line and all crossi ng-point differences were applied to the data o n line N500E. This effectively calibrated the values of H with th e crossing lines, the only approximation being a linear surface topography between each of the 13 crossing lines.
[nterpolation The final data sets, after averaging of repeated lines a nd adjustment for crossing-point differences, consisting of 181 x 26 = 4706 values of posi tion (X, Y), ice thickness H , surfa ce altitude Zs' and bottom altitude Zb' To contour these data, th ey first had to be inte rpolated on to a square (or at least rec tang ular ) grid . Unfortu nate ly the data , whi ch are very den se along a few discrete lines but comple tely abse nt e lsew here, are in a form which is difficult to inte rp ola te realistica ll y, s ince all avai lab le methods assumed a random di stributi on of points. To help compensate for this problem , both Laplacia n and cubic sp line interpolation , as we ll as various relative mixtures of these two method s,* were employed so tha t the overall effect of the interpolat ion process o n the final results could be judged. The data were inte rpo lated on to a square grid with a 2 km spac in g, a total of 91 2 = 8281 va l ues. Figure 6 shows the effect of vary ing th e interpolat io n method. The dimension less parameter et> determines the relative co ntributi o n by Lap lacia n and cubic sp lin e inte rpo latio n. An inter mediate va lu e, et> = 5, was used for the remaining analysis. This gives a roughly eq ual mix of th e two methods and so their relative adva nta ges and disadvantages should tend to compe nsate each o th er.
Smoothing
The final step before conto uring was to smoo th the interpolated data by passing them several tim es thro ugh a Laplacian smooth ing o perator.* If this is not done, th e resulting contour maps ex hib it a preponderan ce of topog rap hic details along eac h flight lin e, relative to that in th e d a ta-free interior zones between th e flight lines. Some of th ese details are caused by measurement noise, but mos t * The PlotBB softwa re package from Pl o tworks, Inc., San Diego, California , was used for all interpolation, smoo thin g, and co ntourin g. The details of th e actual mathemat ics used by this software a re not available. of them are real. [n any case, this effect is a consequence of the interpolation being unable to propagate such features into the interior zones, and it dominates th e final results when contoured and viewed at the scale of the full 180 km by 180 km grid. Figure 7 shows the effec t of varying the amount of smoothi ng, done by successively doubling the number of passes made with the smoothing function. A smalle r contour interval than that justified by the overall error (see next sectio n) was used to ensure that features would not be missed simply because of the arbitrary choice of contour levels. With no smoothing, this clustering of small-sca le topog raphy along the flight lines is readily evident. Eight smoothing passes are necessary to eliminate any obvious evidence of this clustering and so this value was used for al l co ntour plots.
Geoid correction
All altitudes were referenced to the GEM-lOB geoid model (Lerch and others, 1981) . This is the sa me geoid used as the reference for maps of the surface topograph y of so uth ern Greenland produced from satellite (Seasa t) radar altimetry by Bindschadler and others (in press . The correction varies smoothly from a low of +41.9 m in th e north-west to a high of +47.4 m In the south-east. All altitudes on the con tour maps in this paper are thu s a ltitudes above mean sea-level, as defined by the GEM-lOB geoid.
Contouring
Figures topograph y, wi th th ese 8-10 are contour plots of the s urface ice thickness, and bottom topography produced techniques using 2 km gridded data se ts. Th e contour intervals are 10, 100, and 100 m, respectively, as determined by the error ana lysis (next section). Figure I I is a contour plot of the bottom topography with a 50 m contour interval, presented solely as an aid to visualizing the topographic trends.
ERROR ANALYSIS Navigation errors Uncertainty in the horizontal location of th e aircraft, referred to as the "navigation error", is an indirect source of error in the altitude of both the surface and bed topography. The error in altitude is the product of the error in horizontal position and the slope of th e surface or bed, respec tively. Because this turns out to be the dominant ice-thickness error term, and thus determines the minimum mapping contour interval allowed, it is discussed in further detail.
The navigation error is caused primarily by th e drift inherent in any INS. Errors in the ability of the pilot and navigator to reset precisely over the reference point, as well as errors in the geoceiver coordinates of this point, are at least an order of magnitude less than the drift error, and so are assumed to be negligible. INS drift consists of a lin ear component and an oscilla tin g component, ca lled the Schuler drift (Rose, unpublished) . The period of the Schuler drift is 84.4 min, but its phase and amplitude are variable and difficult, if not impossible, to predict. For the INS used in thi s study, the peak-to-peak amplitude of the Schuler component is , however, probably of the order of a few kilometers (Rose, unpublished) . error, we assume the linear drift component has been removed s uccessfull y with the linear loop-closure corrections described earlier, at least to an accuracy comparable to the INS resolution (approximately ±200 m). We then assume that the standard deviation in the total closure errors (Table T) is, at leas t in so me crude sense, a result of the randomn ess imposed by performing the INS rese ts at arbitrar y, and unpredictable, points within the 84.4 min Schuler cycle. Combining this value, ± 1.6 km, with the resolution uncertainty, ±0.2 km, gives the na vigation error, ±1.61 km, used in the remai nd er of the error analysis .
Surface-altitude errors
The average surface slope over the entire grid, calculated over I km intervals from either the raw profile data or the gridded data (Fig. 8) , is 0.00 I ± 0 .0005. The naviga tion error thus gives rise to an average surfacealtitude error of about ±1.6 m . The pressure altimeter is acc urate to ±2.1 m (personal communication from H. Terr y), and the radar altimeter to ±5 m (personal communication from W. Carver). The latter includes an estimated allowance for local variations in the depth of penetration of the radar-altimeter signal into the surface snow. The geoceiver altitude of the Summit/ OSU camp is accurate to about ±2 m (perso na l communication from 1. Bolzan), relative to the GEM-lOB geoid. The relative geoid correction applied to th e rest of the grid has no error since we define mean sea-level to be this geoid.
The inte rpolation error is estimated at ±0.4 m,
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determined by computing the mean difference in the gridded data between the ~ = 5 "average" interpolation and the two "extreme" cases of ~ = 0 (all Laplacian) and ~ = 1000 (all cubic spline). The smoothing error is estimated at ±0.2 m, determined in a similar way by co mputing the mea n difference between the smoothed and unsmoothed gridded data. The combined effect of all these errors is ±6.0 m. In addition, the press ure-altimeter measurements are subject to four sources of error which are difficult or impossible to estimate: (I) departures of the real atmosphere from a standard atmosphere, (2) spatial variations in press ure, (3) non-linear temporal variations in pressure, and (4) departures of the altimeter's geopotential reference surface from the WGS-72 ellipsoid .
A "temperature correction" is often done to attempt to correct, at least partially, for non-standard atmospheres (Rose, unpublished) . However, since all altitude measurements were made relative to a single known point and the total altitude band covered b y the aircraft was only a few hundred meters, this correction was not done , and the resulting errors are assumed to be relatively small. Similarly, a "cross-wind correction" (Rose, unpublished) is ofte n done to allow for spatial variations in pressure. This co rrec tion assumes the aircraft was high enough above the terrain where the winds are purely geostrophic. This height, 500-1000 m, is at least twice as high as we typically flew a nd so the assumptions on which this correction are based probably do not apply well in our situation . Thus, this -40.00 -39.00 -38 .00 -37.00 -36.00 correction was not done either, and the corresponding errors are also assumed to be relatively small. Atmospheric pressure variations at the Summit/ OSU camp were less than 3 mbar over the entire 6 d period and less than I mbar (11 m at 3000 m altitude) during any 24 h period (personal communication from 1. Bolzan). Thus, during a 2-3 h period the errors introduced by non-linear variations in pressure are likely to be very small (the data analysis already allows for linear changes with time).
Even though the errors introduced by (I )--(3) are probably small, they are still largely unknown, and the error resulting from (4) is completely unknown. Fortunately, however, an independent means of estimating the overall error in surface altitude is available from 20 direct measurements of the surface altitude obtained with geoceivers by the OSU group. These geoceiver measurements, accurate to about ±2 m vertically, are distributed reaso nably uniformly over the entire grid (written communication from 1. Bolzan). The maximum departure of the radar altitudes from the geoceiver altitudes is + 14.1 m and the average departure is +4.8 ± 5.4 m. Since both the average and standard deviation are less than the ±6.0 m error already obtained, we consider that any errors introduced by (1)--(4) are contained within this figure and that surface altitudes are indeed accurate to ±6.0 m.
Another check is to note that the crossing-point differences in surface altitude average 4.3 m. Since this is the difference in two values which are effectively averaged In the data analysis , this implies an equivalent altitude error of ±2.15 m, well within the ±6.0 m estimate. A final check is provided by the altitude-closure errors, which averaged +4.2 ± 2.3 m (Table I ); since thi s In effect represe nts a random sampling of the pressure variations with time, it indicates that any non-linear temporal variations are probably well within the ±6.0 m.
Ice-thickness errors
A similar analysis can be done for the ice thickness. The average bottom slope over the entire grid, calculated ove r I km intervals from either the raw profile data or the gridded data (Fig. 4) , is 0.038 ± 0.024. The navigation e rror thu s gives rise to an average ice-thickness error of about ±61.2 m. However, since potential core-hole s ites are likely to be chosen from areas of flat bed topography, the e rror analysis was done separately for both flat and rough areas, as defined earlier. For flat areas, the average bed slope is 0.031 ± 0.014, and the average navigation-induced icethickness error is ±49 .9 m; for rough areas, the corresponding values are 0.082 ± 0.026 and ± 132.0 m.
Since the average bed slope in the flat areas is half of the 0.060 limit at which migration effects would exceed the radar digitizing error of ± I 0 m, the average error introduced by not doing a migration correction is assumed to be ±5 m in the flat areas. In the rough areas, the corresponding figure is ± 13 m (10 x 0.082 / 0.060).
Additional errors come from the actual radar measurement. The assumed propagation speed of 168 m/ ILs is probably accurate to about ±0.5 m/ liS (Rose, unpublished) ; in 3000 m of ice this translates to about ±9 m of ice thickness . The firn correction is estimated to be accurate to about ±20%, or about ±2 m. As already noted, digitization errors (identifying the precise time of the start of the surface and -40.00 -39.00 -38.00 -37.00 -36.00 ( Fig. 9) .
bed returns on the radar record s, as well as measuring their separati on ), are estimated to be ±IO m. Finally, based on crys tal-controlled calibration time marks placed by the TUD radar on th e records, the assumed recorder sweep rate (0.5 ILs/ mm of chart paper) is estimated to be accurate to at leas t ±O.I %, or about ±3 m of ice thickness. Interpolat ion and smoothing errors are estimated in the sa me way done for the s urface-altitude error estimate. Interpo lation contributes an average error of ±8 m, and smoothing with eight passes, ±16 m.
Combining all th ese error components, the average error in ice thickness is ±55.0 m for flat areas and ±134.6 m for rough areas. The cross ing-point differences in ice thi ck ness average 77 .4 m, which implies an equivalent icethickness error of ±38.7 m . Like the surface altitudes, this is we ll w ithin e ither the ±55.0 or ± 134 .6 m error estimates.
Bottom-altitude errors
These are simply a combination of the surface-altitude and ice-thickness errors. Flat areas are thus accurate to ±55.3 111 , and rough areas to ± 134.7 m.
Effect of navigation errors
Over 90% of the error in ice thickness and bottom altitude comes from the navigation error. Even though it has been assumed in this analysis that all error components a re statistica ll y random on a scale corresponding to th e spa tial sa mpl e den si ty (about I km), this partic ul a r co mponent, in fact , is large ly non-random on thi s scale. The reaso n for thi s is that the navigation error is dominated by the Schuler cycle. Each 180 km long flight line took about 25 min to fl y, or about 30% of the Schule r 28 period. Thus, the navigation error actually imposes a la rge -sca le distortion on each flight line, rather than a small-sca le random fluctuation . Only about one-third of a full cycle of dis to rtion is applied to any given flight line.
The overall effec t of this is that the ice thicknesses and bottom altitudes are probably significantly more accurate than the above values on a small scale, of the o rder of a few kilometers. The ice-thickness and bottom-altitude errors are therefore conservatively rounded down to ±50 m f o r flat areas and ±125 m for rough areas.
Contour intervals
Standard mapping practice requires that 90% of all points tes ted for altitude are correct to within half the contour interval (Wolf, 1983) . Since this is a 20 criterion, and th e above errors are 10 values, thi s implies the contour interva ls should be 24 m for surface altitude and 200 m for ice thickness and bottom alti tude.
In order for the resulting maps to contain some detail , howeve r, we ha ve relaxed this convention to a 10 value, resulting in a contour interval of 12 m for surface altitude and lOO m for ice thickness and bottom altitude. This is at leas t partially justified by the fact that not only the navigation error but also many of the other error co mponents are not totally random. Instead, they contain a significant non -random part which does not affect the shape of the topography on scales comparable to the topographi c wavelengths (tens of kilometers).
In addition, the contour interval for surface altitude has bee n decreased slightly to 10 m so that a convenient round number is used . The crossing-point differences and co mpariso n with geoceiver data both support this change. 
Summary
The error in surface altitude is ±6 m. This error is controlled largely by the random error in the radar altimeter, and navigation errors are a relatively minor contribution. The error in bottom altitude and ice thickness is ±50 m for flat areas and ± 125 m for rough areas (slopes greater than 0 .060) . This error is dominated by the navigation error, which is mostly non-random on sca les less than the topographic wavelengths, and errors from the ice radar itself are a relatively minor contribution. Contour intervals of 10 m for surface altitude and 100 m for bottom altitude and ice thickness are used; the (I a) error in these maps is approximately one-half the contour interval. Figure 8 shows a contour plot of the surface topography. The true summit of the Greenland ice sheet is located at about lat. 72°34' N., long . 37°38' W., (X '" 9.4, Y '" 31 .2), and has an altitude of 3233 m a.s.l. This position and altitude were found to be consistent to within about I km horizontally and I m vertically, regardless of the interpolation method, the amount of smoothing applied, or even whether or not any INS drift corrections were done.
RESULTS
Thus we consider these to be very reliable coordinates.
The ice divide south of the true summit is a well-defined ridge which runs almost exactly due south, with a very low slope of about 0.0005, dropping only 55 m in a distance of about 120 km. North of the true summit, however , the ice surface fans out into a broad, north-facing slope . This slope is bounded by a relatively sharp ridge running north-east away from the summit and a much rounder and less well-defined ridge in the north-west direction.
The surface topography surrounding the summit ca n thus be divided into three sectors, each of which has a reasonably uniform characteristic slope. The north -wes tnorth-east sector has the lowest slope, about 0.0012 , the north-ea s t~outh sec tor th e steepest, about 0.0020, and th e Jourl/al of Glaciology 3200 m thick. The ice over most of the rest of the grid is significantly thinner, generally less than 3000 m.
If the original profile data are examined, however, the very thickest, and thinnest, ice occurs in small, localized spo ts in the north-east corner of the grid, which contains very mountainous bottom relief. These local minimum and maximum values are, approximately: ice thickness, 1550 and 3470 m ; bottom altitude, -370 and 1590 m . These values differ considerably from the gridded and smoothed values because, being the extremes, they are subjected to the maximum amount of adjustment. In addition, they are both within a few kilometers of the edge of the grid and so are a lso s ubject to large edge effects in the gridding and s moothing.
Because the ice-sheet surface is very flat, the bottom topography (Figs 10 and 11) is essentially a mirror image of the ice thickness. The thick ice in the south-west quadrant is due to a large, flat basin wh ich is almost entirely below sea-level. The lowest point is at the same location as the thickest ice and has an altitude of about -215 m. The relative relief over most of this basin is very flat and s mooth , with peak-to-trough amplitudes less than 100 m and wavelengths of tens of kilom e ters.
The bottom topography over most of the rest of the grid is generally only a few hundred meters above sea-level. The average bed altitude over the entire grid is +180 ± 235 m. The terrain over much of the north-we s t quadrant is also relatively smooth and drops just below sea-level in a few locations. There is no predominant direction to the basal topography. It appears to be undulating, rolling terrain with no obvious ridge/valley structure.
The true summit of the ice sheet is above the eastern end of a comparatively large plateau. This bench is approximately 10-15 km wide and extends about 50 km to the west. It is about 200-300 m a.s.1. and is reasonably s mooth and flat , with relief comparable to that of the so uth-west basin. The ice thickness above this plateau is 2900-3000 m.
If smoothness of the bottom topography were the sole criterion, the most suitable areas for a core hole wou ld be either this plateau or the south-west basin. If, in addition, the thickest ice was also desired, then a site somewhere in the south-west basin, with X <-15 km and Y <-15 km, would be the best choice.
